red wine

white wine
TINAMOU SAUVIGNON CHARDONNAY
CURICO VALLEY, CHILE 			175ml
Aromas of green apples, lime and acacia
250ml
flowers, with citrus fruit flavours on the finish.

£20.00
£5.50

TINAMOU CARMENERE			£20.00

£6.95

CURICO VALLEY, CHILE 			175ml
Blackcurrant pastille, blackberry and tutti
250ml
frutti flavours with soft, well balanced tannins.

£6.95

£5.50

KLEINDAL CHENIN BLANC		

£22.00

OLD STATION MALBEC			

£23.00

ROBERTSON, SOUTH AFRICA		
175ml
Tropical fruit aromas and a zesty fresh palate.
250ml
Light bodied and easy drinking with a crisp finish.

£5.95
£7.50

MENDOZA, ARGENTINA			175ml
Fruit flavours of boysenberry and blackberry
250ml
and aromas of toast, mineral and spice.

£6.50
£7.95

PASQUA PINOT GRIGIO DELLE VENEZIE £24.00

CHATEAU LAVISON				£24.95

VENETO, ITALY				175ML
A fresh, fruity wine with fresh fruit aromas,
250ml
crisp, citrus acidity and a well balanced finish.

BORDEAUX, FRANCE				
A medium bodied wine with soft delicate
tannins and a fruity palate of dark fruit flavours.

£6.50
£8.50

BON COURAGE CHARDONNAY UNWOODED £26.00
ROBERTSON, SOUTH AFRICA
A very inviting nose with an unctuous palate of
stone fruit with a clean acidity and long pure finish.

VENT DEL MAR GARNACHA BLANCA

ABRUZZO, ITALY
Dry and round on the palate with a pleasant, fruity
bouquet and a full bodied finish with soft tannins.

£28.00

TERRA ALTA, SPAIN
Delicate, mineral aromas with natural
acidity and full bodied texture.

THE HEILAN COO SHIRAZ MATARO

£28.00

VICTORIA, AUSTRALIA
Ripe red berry fruit, pepper & vanilla
with a full palate and soft tannins.

COOL MOUNTAIN SAUVIGNON BLANC £29.00
WESTERN CAPE, SOUTH AFRICA
Crisp, fresh & aromatic with flavours of
gooseberry, passion fruit & zesty citrus.

LOS VINATEROS CRIANZA RIOJA DOC

£28.50

RIOJA, SPAIN
Barrel aged for at least 12 months, giving
red fruit aromas and softly integrated oak.

DARRIAUD COTES DU RHONE BLANC AOP £29.50
RHONE VALLEY, FRANCE
Medium-bodied with subtle, floral & herbaceous aromas,
a smooth texture & fresh finish with gentle oak ageing.

QUINTA DA CALCADA ALVARINHO

VILLA ENZO MONTEPULCIANO D’ABRUZZO £27.00

DOMAINE DE LA BAUME MERLOT VDP £28.50
LANGUEDOC- ROUSSILON, FRANCE
A round and fruity wine with
blackcurrant and spicy flavours.

£33.50

MINHO, PORTUGAL
Aromas of tropical fruits, fresh
flavours and a long, persistent finish.

FLEURIE AC CRU BEAUJOLAIS		

£35.00

BEAUJOLAIS, FRANCE
This wine has a fresh, floral and fragrant
style with a depth of fruit that sustains the wine.

L’ONCIALE CHABLIS AC			£45.00
BOURGOGNE, FRANCE
Distinctly nutty with grilled nuts, toasted
chestnuts and citrus fresh lemon acidity.

THE FEDERALIST CABERNET SAUVIGNON £59.00
LODI, USA
Blackcurrant fruit flavours, fine
tannins and gentle integrated oak.

*125ml available on request

rosé wine

sparkling wine & champagne

OUT OF AMERICA ZINFANDEL ROSÉ

£20.00

LA FORNARINA PROSECCO DOC		

£25.95		

CALIFORNIA, USA			175ML
Dark pink in colour, medium sweet with		
250ml
tropical fruity flavours and intense aromas.

£5.50
£6.95

VENETO,ITALY				250ml
Aromas of wisteria and acacia 		
flowers with a fine persistent perlage.

£7.95

DARRIAUD COTES DU RHONE ROSÉ AOP
RHONE VALLEY, FRANCE 			

£28.00

LA FORNARINA PROSECCO ROSÉ		

£25.95

A dry Rosé, with flavours of red berries and
strawberries and a refreshing, moreish finish.

MAS DE CADENET COTES DE PROVENCE £39.00
PROVENCE, FRANCE 				
Mineral freshness, revealing gentle
aromas of citrus, red fruits and flowers.

VENETO,ITALY
Fruity and floral aromas, fresh and
well balanced with a persistent perlage.

JULES FERAUD BRUT CHAMPAGNE

CHAPEL DOWN THREE GRACES BRUT
WINES SUPPLIED BY

£49.00

CHAMPAGNE, FRANCE
Well-structured and balanced,
with a fine mousse of tiny bubbles.

TENTERDEN, KENT
Aromas of ripe apple and red berry with a
toasty, crisp palate and fresh, elegant finish.

£69.00

